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Abstract
The gathering of stakeholder requirements comprises an early, but continuous and highly critical stage in system development. This phase in development is subject to a large degree of error, influenced by key factors rooted in communication problems. This pilot study builds upon an existing theory-based categorisation of these problems through presentation of a four-dimensional framework on communication. Its structure is validated through a content analysis of interview data, from which themes emerge, that can be assigned to the dimensional categories, highlighting any problematic areas. The paper concludes with a discussion on the utilisation of the framework for requirements elicitation exercises.
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1. Introduction
Requirements, in essence, can be said to be the embodiment of everything a user values [14]. The successful elicitation of these values, however, demands an understanding of the specific problem and its context, in which the requirements are embedded — both locally and in the wider organisation. This environment is highly complex, requiring many difficult communication interfaces to be made, particularly between the users’ social/technical world and the analysts’ technical world [21], forcing stakeholders involved in the requirements elicitation (RE) process to walk a tightrope between the two. Maintaining a balance, or ‘fit’, between the constraints of the two worlds is fraught with complexity by virtue of the behavioural nature of the process, where human and organisational elements interplay with the technical to have an impact on design [12, 1]. Therefore, in reality, eliciting requirements involves an approach that must allow for negotiation and collaboration with all stakeholders, so that relationships can be constructed that in turn provide strong foundations for the requirements to emerge as part of a highly interactive and involved RE process.
As a consequence, eliciting requirements involves activities that are intensely communicative and increase in significance when one considers the ‘culture gap’ [51] or basic semantic differences dividing two groups such as users and designers attempting to engage in meaningful dialogue [6]. There are numerous examples to be found from studies in the literature on the problems that plague projects and hinder the communication of requirements [44]. Of particular benefit, however are those studies attempting to provide insights into the real-life practice of the requirements process to complement theory [e.g., 12, 33, 19]. Indeed, the study reported in this paper is directly borne out of such a vein of research in its adaptation of a four dimensional framework used previously to analyse the communication of requirements within socially-oriented methodological approaches [10]. The communication perspective on RE put forward in the previous theoretical study, is capitalised on here, through a reassertion and confirmation of the perspective in the provision of support for the framework and its conclusions with empirical evidence drawn from the analysis of interview data. The guiding motivation of this paper is to supplement the previous work with some real-life context and commentary from individuals directly involved in the arduous task of eliciting requirements.

With this in mind, the paper is divided into five additional sections. Section 2 presents the theoretical framework, its four dimensions and associated categories along with support from the literature on the communication of requirements. Section 3 describes the research study, interviewee sample and the settings providing the context of analysis. Section 4 outlines the method for data analysis and presents the findings in the form of tabulated lists of numbered themes, organised by dimensional categories, supplemented with real-life commentary from the individuals involved. Section 5 concludes the paper, providing an overview of the findings, limitations of the study and directions for future research. Section 6 discusses the lessons that can be learnt from the study and the applicability of the framework, in terms of its benefit for organisations attempting to capture and communicate requirements.

2. Requirements elicitation: Toward a framework for communication

The four dimensions of the framework as presented here have been adapted from a classification scheme by Coughlan and Macredie [10]. The four key areas under consideration are: Dimension 1: Stakeholder\(^1\) participation and selection; Dimension 2: Stakeholder interaction; Dimension 3: Communication activities; and Dimension 4:

\(^1\) The term ‘stakeholder’ replaces the term ‘user’ and ‘user-designer’ for dimensions (1) and (2) respectively, as previously employed in Coughlan and Macredie [10]. This is in order to refer to a wider range of stakeholder than just the end user.
Techniques. These comprise the dedicated structure of activities performed during the requirements process as part of engaging stakeholders in the design process [23]. They have been identified as being of relevance to both practitioners and researchers alike in trying to understand and pinpoint the areas that have proved problematic in the elicitation and effective communication of requirements. The dimensions can be further broken down into categories (discussed in Sections 2.1-2.4), which can be classified on levels of: type, mediator, class and behaviour. Figure 1 below provides an illustration of the communication framework for RE and its structural components.

Figure 1: Four-dimensional view on requirements elicitation (adapted from Coughlan and Macredie [10]).
2.1 Stakeholder participation and selection

A variety of stakeholders are involved in the execution of RE processes and the composition of the project team is all-important as it has a strong bearing on project outcomes, given that communication can be hampered by the inclusion of inappropriate people. Business consultants and project managers are two examples of types of stakeholder who are of particular interest to the RE process, as their remit requires strong communication skills [24]. Project managers govern the entire project to successful completion and have to negotiate and co-ordinate within teams as well as providing an interface to other units, which may require explanations of the scope of the project. Business consultants are responsible for facilitation in the RE process. They have the responsibility for ensuring that the requirements are fully specified and represented so as to produce detailed models of the system or process. Both types of stakeholder have to interact with a diverse range of people from both technical and non-technical domains, which is where their communication skills and experience with problematic RE processes come to the fore.

Indeed, project managers and business consultants have to accommodate and co-ordinate many different stakeholder needs and interests. Broadly speaking, different types of stakeholders can be categorised in three main ways [34, 13]:

1. **Task knowledge and skill** – this should include users, from frequent users to ones who might be affected by the system so as to obtain the widest spread of domain knowledge.
2. **Status** – this refers to managers ranging from high-low status who will share responsibility in the human sense of ensuring implementation and acceptance of the system.
3. **Responsibility** – this refers to responsibility in the technical sense, design and development of the system and calculating the finance available in the budget. This category is further broken down into business consultant and project manager to highlight the themes associated with their particular areas of responsibility as shown in Table 1 (Section 4.1).

Ideally, stakeholder selection should be on the basis of skills in domain knowledge, given that this is precisely the type of knowledge that will need incorporating into a system [33], though skills in IT and the RE process is also important [25]. It is more often the case, however, that stakeholders are chosen on the basis of their position and status rather than their knowledge **per se** [2], though project constraints of time, budget and resources will dictate ultimately the type of stakeholders involved. The selection of appropriate candidates for participation is
critical, as stakeholders then have to engage in a pattern of interaction according to certain mediating influences, which are discussed next.

2.2 Stakeholder interaction

Once a project team is established, stakeholder participation requires organisation in a fashion that allows for the stakeholders to receive the support and guidance that they need for their respective roles in the requirements process and beyond. This interaction represents the process of communication and can be mediated on at least four different levels, which comprise the categories for this dimension outlined below:

1. **Culture and politics** – In its most basic form, organisational culture can be defined as the pattern of basic assumptions that are accepted and used by an organisation [45]. Many typologies exist which can be used to understand the culture within an organisation from anything based on two [e.g., 17], three [e.g., 46], or more popularly four different models of culture [e.g., 42]. The latter typology of Quinn and McGrath [42] is most relevant here as it based on the nature of the transactions associated with the exchange of information in four different cultures of organisations. Therefore, they distinguish between market (the rational), adhocracy (the ideological), clan (the consensual) and hierarchy (the hierarchical), which has been shown in practice to affect the communications of project managers in the projects that they undertake [18].

2. **Communication schedule** – Organisational life is replete with a wide range of features such as structures, in some respects influenced by the culture and politics manifest in any given organisation [41]. The category of ‘communication schedule’ then, is a spin-off from the category of culture and politics outlined above. In simple terms, it can be seen as the organisation’s means of establishing direct communication links, in which cultural messages are conveyed, for example in the form of policy manuals, training sessions, informal discussions or formal meetings and conferences.

3. **Methodological approach** – Theoretically, the choice of methodological approach shows how a structure can be imposed on the way that requirements are gathered and elicited. Different types of study (for example ethnomethodological [8] and an overwhelming number of surveys [e.g., 3, 9] have shown how in reality, there is a gap between the prescription of a methodology and its use in practice. So much so, that a documented process for RE is rarely followed, or if so, only in part [20] revealing an obvious paradox between the development of methodologies and their use [26, 39]. Making a methodology ‘work’ seems to involve behaviour that is more ad hoc than procedural, characterised by such behaviours as improvisation, opportunism, interruption and mutual
negotiation [e.g., 39]. These are contingencies that require strong communication in order to be managed effectively.

4. **Roles** – Inevitably as part of a heterogeneous project team, stakeholders will adopt roles and relationships relative to each other [11]. The adoption of roles holds implications for communication as ‘mediating posts’, for the knowledge transfer of requirements. The uptake of these roles provides the means through which knowledge exploration and collaboration and negotiation (in the case of conflict) can be enabled [50]. All of these activities are important in the successful communication of requirements. The multi-way relationships in project teams, however, can prove problematic given the divide in knowledge, especially between the business and IT skill bases of the organisation. Typically, the difficulties have been in the alignment of different stakeholder inputs so that both technical and social considerations are given equal weight. The style that the project manager or business consultant adopts in the RE process determines the way that information is exchanged. Such styles have been classically described as a problem finding versus a problem-solving mode of enquiry, the former approach being of strong relevance to this paper as it fosters the development of different viewpoints and thus a shared understanding of the problem and potential solutions [5, 52, 35]. Two models of interaction that can be subsumed under this problem-finding perspective and which illustrate the importance of communication are Kensing and Munk-Madsen’s [28] model of knowledge integration (on different domains of discourse in design) and Beyer and Holtzblatt’s [4] model of mutual learning. The common link between these two models is that successful interactions between stakeholders necessitates co-operation in order to develop a shared understanding of a design situation that is often ambiguous in nature.

### 2.3 Communication activities

The activities that are undertaken by the design team as part of the RE process have a bearing on the degree, structure and quality of communication between team members. Indeed, Hartwick and Barki [23] identify ‘communication activity’ as an important dimension of user participation in the development process. For communication to occur reliably in the elicitation of requirements, there needs to be a shared understanding, which can only occur through co-operation and negotiation. The basic and most productive behaviours of a communication activity programme revolve around knowledge acquisition, sharing and integration activities [53] and the co-ordination of the efforts involved [29].

Communication activities can be categorised by behaviour in three ways (based on [53]):
1. **Knowledge acquisition** – There are links that need to be made between the different stakeholders’ realms of knowledge and experience and of the technological options, so as to achieve a shared understanding and common vision of a future system. It can be seen as the preparation stage for future knowledge negotiations.

2. **Knowledge negotiating** – Requirements need to be negotiated as part of an iterative process, which helps to define the requirements (assuming the knowledge of requirements has been satisfactorily acquired) through a sharing of multiple stakeholder perspectives.

3. **Stakeholder acceptance** – Acceptance of the system implies integration of stakeholder viewpoints where both parties co-operate to understand the scope of the system and the changes that impact upon the organisation.

These activities provide a structure but they cannot be considered without relation to the techniques that act as tools for communication, which are discussed next.

### 2.4 Techniques

The techniques used in the design process are of great importance at the RE stage as they provide a useful means of facilitating communication. For example, these techniques have been defined as customer-developer links [27], which allow an exchange of information. The authors further distinguish between direct and indirect links where, from a communication perspective, direct links (and an increased number) are preferable in providing face-to-face contact and a multiplicity of cues to enrich communication and thus reduce ambiguity, which is common in a requirements capture situation.

Elicitation techniques can be distinguished by class, which can be further described in six different categories [40]. Two out of the six techniques are included in the discussion (traditional and group). Prototyping and contextual techniques and associated themes were also identified from the transcripts, but have been omitted from the present analysis as they did not meet the selection criteria on themes as defined in this study (see Section 4 for further explanation of the presentation of material used for the analysis). The remaining two techniques (cognitive and model-driven) were also omitted from the analysis as their use was unmentioned by any of the respondents in this sample and so the focus resides on the following categories of techniques:

1. **Traditional** - for example, questionnaires, interviews, analysis of existing documentation.
2. **Group** – for example, brainstorming, focus groups, consensus-building workshops.
Depending on the context under study, some of these techniques would be more effective in the elicitation of requirements than others [22]. With regards to the RE process, there is the issue of support, where stakeholders require assistance through the difficult process of negotiating requirements, and particular techniques afford such support. For instance, group session techniques are more amenable to the active encouragement and exchange of ideas, whereas traditional techniques are limited in their support and injection of any concrete meaning into the process.

3. Research Study: Sample and Settings

In order to investigate further the dimensions of the framework and their applicability to RE scenarios, a series of semi-structured interviews were conducted with the aid of an interview guide [e.g., 7, 49], which was used to steer the interview within the one hour time frame for each participant. A set of specific questions was prepared, designed to probe for experiences, thoughts and opinions relating to the different dimensions of the framework (see Appendix). The questions were asked in an order as long as it did not interrupt the flow of the interview, and extra questions were asked of respondents to either seek clarification or pursue appropriate avenues of relevant enquiry.

Seven participants in total comprised the sample of respondents — two Project managers (PM) and five Business Consultants (BC). These participants were purposively sampled, which represents one accepted way of obtaining generalisability [see 47]. As explained previously in Section 2.1, the role of the PM and BC necessitates interaction with a wide range of people from both technical and non-technical domains. Their communication experiences are therefore extremely wide ranging, and so they represent exceptional participants for inclusion in this exploratory pilot study of the validity of a four-dimensional communication framework for RE. As such theory building and the satisfaction of statistical significance is downplayed in favour of an in-depth look at two types of stakeholders’ experiences of communication at the RE stage, using the proposed framework as a guide. In the absence of an agreed set of recommendations for qualitative sampling, the following four factors were taken into consideration to determine sample size:

(i) The focused nature of the study (application of a framework for communication);
(ii) The clear nature of the topic area (communication in RE);
(iii) The high quality of the data (rich and experiential with nearly 200 pages of interview transcripts);
(iv) The use of shadowed data (reports on others’ experiences, such as developers).
Given these factors suggested by Morse [37], fewer participants will be needed to reach data saturation (see the study by Low et al [32] for example, which details observational descriptions of software development projects with a similar small concentration of individuals [32]).

In terms of organisational background, the participants were employed across three different UK organisations: a bank, a software development company and an investment bank. For brevity and to indicate their main line of business, the companies are identified in the text by the titles: FinCo (bank), SoftCo (software development company), InvestCo (investment bank). These latter two companies were where the only two PM’s in the study were located, leaving three BC’s in FinCo and two in SoftCo. The various projects undertaken by the different companies allowed for a great deal of rich variation in experiences and approaches in the elicitation of requirements. This provides points of comparison, with which to highlight any issues in common across different organisations with reference to the four dimensions. The organisational background then provides the vehicle for elicitation experiences, although the main focus in the study was on the participants themselves (as stakeholders), referred to in the text, to ensure anonymity, by their job title and place of employment only.

4. Data analysis

As stated in Section 3, the number of individuals participating in this study are relatively few, compared to the more typical survey based research on the RE process [e.g., 9]. Qualitative interview studies of this kind, however, make up for in depth what they lack in breadth. For example, Singer [48] conducted an interview study on software engineers in order to identify five common ‘truths’ across environments on software maintenance, which collectively shed light on this process and on the best type of tool use. The purpose of the present analysis similarly looked for common ‘truths’ on RE, but in the form of emergent themes, derived through a content analysis of the transcribed data. Content analysis was originally devised for (and has been mainly limited to) use as a quantitative tool, where the units of analysis have been analysed primarily on measures of frequency [30]. However, the on-going debate in the literature does suggest that content analysis can also be qualitative in terms of conducting a thematic analysis [e.g., 38]. Thematic analysis of this kind [e.g., 31, 16, 43] is highly appropriate to this study as the themes that are identified provide a useful ‘road map’ of the patterns of relationships within and between the dimensions and categories.
The themes were generated by following a basic, but systematic, coding procedure conducted manually [see 49, 15]. This took the unit of the analysis as the complete concept of a respondent’s utterance, typically ranging from a few words to an entire paragraph to which codes are attached [36]. These codes act as labels on the chunks of data, which represent the theme prevalent in that section of text, which is then assigned to the predefined categories for each dimension (presented in Tables 1-4). The total number of themes coded was 73. However, 28 (38%) of these themes were generated by one or more individuals in the same organisation and so are excluded from the analysis presented here. This is to avoid the possibility that they may be specific to that particular organisation (though of no less importance, it should be noted) but a larger sample may be required to validate their future inclusion. Therefore, 45 (62%) of these themes are now addressed in the analysis. These have been identified by more than one organisation and so are held to be in common across at least two different organisations. The number of themes held in common across all three organisations in this sample is 11 (24%) and are clearly identified in the discussion where appropriate.

The ensuing discussion of the themes is related firstly by way of a tabulated summary of the themes for each category by dimension, expanded on in sections 4.1.1-4.4.4. Each theme, numbered for easy reference, is then selected in turn and supported by a narrative description. This is typically verbatim extracts from the transcripts, delivered from the point of view of one of the respondents, so as to detail one clear example of the theme’s occurrence in practice, as seen through the eyes of key stakeholders, namely project managers and business consultants.

### 4.1 Stakeholder participation and selection

Table 1 presents nine themes assigned to the categories of dimension 1: Stakeholder participation and selection (see Fig. 1) amounting to 20% of the total number of themes.
4.1.1 Task Knowledge and skill

Theme one, **domain knowledge** was one that secured agreement from all seven interviewees where the typical statement was that stakeholders need to be brought in to a project where they have specific domain knowledge to offer in a project. Theme two, **business/IT experience** was one that emerged in relation to stakeholder selection and appropriate representation. A BC from FinCo explained how he tried to select business stakeholders “…who knew the systems and were used to working with IT people as well”. If themes one and two can be said to be on the wish list of stakeholder attributes, theme three, **restricted access** shows that there are barriers to full participation, time being the main inhibitor, which reduced the availability of stakeholders. As a BC from FinCo explained, “…we will target particular people, but quite often we’ll get delegates or delegates of delegates”. This theme of restricted access is expanded on elsewhere (see Section 4.2.4, category: roles; themes 2 and 3: role stretching; abuse of position).

4.1.2 Status

Theme one gained unanimous agreement from interviewees’ on the selection of **decision-makers** for participation in a project. As a BC from FinCo explained “you may aim for a manager of that area, but then they send someone else in their place who then can’t make the decisions and they have to take it back to the manager…there’s a gap in the circle if you like”. This gap in continuity was the main complaint of the interviewees as it disrupts communication as the process of decision making slows down. This was a problem in UK projects, but the lack of decision-makers was also a major problem in foreign projects for more cultural reasons (see Section 4.2.1, for a discussion on the influences of culture and politics). Theme two shows that status implies a level of **seniority**. The general opinion was that the business should be ultimately responsible for driving the project, as technological

---

**Table 1: Categories and themes relating to the dimension of stakeholder participation and selection**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY (and Section number)</th>
<th>THEME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 4.1.1 Task knowledge and skill | 1. Domain knowledge  
2. Business/IT experience  
3. Restricted access |
| 4.1.2 Status | 1. Decision-makers  
2. Seniority |
| 4.1.3 Responsibility BC | 1. Facilitation  
2. Communication  
PM | 3. Devising stakeholder plans  
4. Facilitating communication |
impacts are the greatest in this area. So you would need “…people from the business at the highest level and pushing forward…that sell the story to the rest of the business as well”, opined a BC from SoftCo. Seniority is also implicated, in terms of respect garnered for effective change management (see Section 4.3.4, category: stakeholder acceptance; theme 3: change management).

4.1.3 Responsibility
The main task of the BC is indicated by theme one, facilitation. This places a lot of responsibility on the consultant as they have to ensure the workshops run successfully and to schedule, while trying to foster discussions and understanding in all of the stakeholders present. They also have to record the requirements, which leads to theme two, responsibility for the communication of the requirements, which applies to giving feedback to the stakeholders as well as reporting back to their superiors. The project manager’s responsibilities are similar in nature but broader in scope. Theme three shows that they are responsible for devising stakeholder plans, compiling the list of individuals that will sit on the project and acting as a central node for communication. Theme four shows that they are responsible for facilitating communication among all the major stakeholders and between different working groups.

4.2 Stakeholder interaction
Table 2 presents eighteen themes assigned to the categories of dimension 2: Stakeholder interaction (see Fig. 1). The category of culture and politics contains themes that are not applicable across organisations. Therefore, this category is removed from the calculation of dimension 2’s proportion of themes, which now amounts to 18%. 
4.2.1 Culture and politics

The themes identified in this section of Table 2 represent the collective of themes pertaining to cultural and political issues within the three companies in the study, which display clear and marked differences which accounted for, and provided the backdrop to, the communication (and its success) that takes place. Theme one refers to InvestCo’s culture, which was reported by the PM to be very motivational/consensual. So while the employees were described as being very able and motivated people to begin with, the fact that InvestCo’s culture was one that sought consensus among people strongly encouraged communication and provided the facility for dealing with problems as and when they arose.

In contrast SoftCo dealt largely with foreign projects. Here cultural differences abounded between the SoftCo and their foreign clients and in some instances even clashed. The problematic projects were ones from Eastern Europe and Asia. Theme one, lead-lag emerged from experiences on Eastern European projects that is to say where the West led in IT concepts, the East lagged. As one of the BC’s pointed out “we’re maybe ten/fifteen years ahead of, you know, the rest of Eastern Europe”. Moreover, projects are “…always driven by the IT”, which meant that the consultants were often only allowed to speak to members of the IT department, even on matters of business. Theme three, strict procedures, shows that Eastern European projects were intent on following documented procedures and having everything written down, which on one hand can provide a structured guide to...
communication, but conversely if followed blindly, can also constrain communication. Theme four, clear demarcation of roles shows how people’s domain knowledge in the East was very “compartmentalised”, compared to a wider spread of knowledge in the West. The upshot of this being that you then have to go through a lot more people in order to get “the big picture”, which dilutes and slows down communication further. One of the BC’s raised theme five. He pointed out that the severe lack of decision makers within Eastern Europe, forced projects to operate under a ‘blame culture’, where individuals were too afraid to make decisions, as errors in judgement would be punished by the loss of their jobs.

Another part of SoftCo’s work was projects in Asia, most notably Japan. Theme six shows that a major theme here was rapport/relationships. Establishing good working relations is key to successful communication, but it was clear in the Japanese project that there were opposing views on relationship building. In this case, work hours were different for the two groups. The Japanese worked extremely hard to get the job done in order to be satisfied with the working relationship, whereas the British firm operated on establishing a relationship first with a view to getting the job done. Consequently, coming into a project at opposite ends served to limit the amount of rapport as the Japanese did not make themselves readily accessible. Such differences are highlighted by theme seven, suspicion of the IT supplier, (also common in Eastern European projects) which obstructed communication. This suspicion revolved around the intentions of the IT supplier and in many cases they were seen as a threat to their jobs (see Section 4.3.3, category: stakeholder acceptance, for further discussion on this theme).

In turn again, FinCo also had their own brand of culture and politics, which affected internal communications. Theme one, business and IT camps, showed that in this organisation the business and IT divisions were most clearly marked by a divide and so gaps in communication were apparent from the offset. Theme two, highly project based, exhibits a company nature entailing a large number of meetings, many of which were consistently described as “unnecessary”. Overall, the culture of the bank can be described by theme three, laid back, in the sense that time management was not very strong in this organisation and neither was the giving or receiving of feedback.

4.2.2 Communication schedule
In terms of a communication schedule for the three companies, theme one, no formal structure was most prevalent in showing that there was an absence of a regular forum for communication. Theme two, emails/posters/visits, were highlighted by respondents as being
useful in maintaining communication links or informing people of upcoming events. Theme three shows that communication tended to take place mostly via meetings, or steering committees that would deal with any conflicts when they arose. All seven interviewees agreed that meeting regularly was the best way for communicating and disseminating knowledge. Meetings were deemed useful in the promotion of “team involvement and understanding” according to one of the BC’s from SoftCo, as long they did not waste time and so kept people’s interest. This was also important in maintaining stakeholder commitment to a project (see Section 4.3.1, category: knowledge acquisition; theme 5: commitment). In addition, a clear lack of a schedule for meetings seriously inhibited communication among project members, highlighted in the (rare) instance where managers wanted to keep teams isolated (see Section 4.2.4, category roles; theme three: abuse of position, for further discussion).

4.2.3 Methodological approach

One of the interview questions specifically asked if there was any particular methodological approach taken in a requirements capture exercise (see Question 6 in the Appendix). So with regards to theme one, named methods/frameworks, only the PM from InvestCo stated categorically that there was “no rigid method”, whereas both SoftCo and FinCo had named methods or frameworks, which was a standard for their companies. Theme two, deviations, shows how all three of the organisations fail to follow prescribed methodology to the letter. This occurs, as a BC from SoftCo explained, because “obviously different projects will have different circumstances” and the methodology has to be tailored to fit.

4.2.4 Roles

Theme one, clarity and understanding, shows the common importance among interviewees of an underlying understanding of every stakeholders’ roles and responsibilities within a project, so that everyone can see how all the different roles fit and come together for the “big picture”. Theme two shows how the understanding of people’s roles becomes critical in the avoidance of role stretching. This was a situation most aptly described by the PM from SoftCo, where under the intense pressures of project schedules and limited resources people find themselves “stretched into areas that they are not normally geared up for”, where in this instance technical people such as developers were recast into the role of business analyst despite the fact that they did not “speak the language of a business consultant”. The upshot of role stretching leads to “misunderstandings or wrong requirements can be documented”, as found by a BC from SoftCo, where developers are unable to interact with the users in such a way that befits their normal (less direct user) pattern of interaction.
Theme three, abuse of position, raises an issue that is more serious than role stretching. This refers to instances where a manager in key positions (e.g., development and project sponsoring) who adopts an autocratic role in management can seriously inhibit communication if they are highly obstructive or use their positions of power to achieve their own ends. In SoftCo, according to the BC’s, the problem manager appeared “…to keep her link developers and her GUI team separate”, which bred “so many faults” presumably as nobody was able to communicate. In FinCo, the BC’s were caught up in instances where they felt used, by high status bosses, as tools to push through with their recommendations in an attempt to “fix the results”.

4.3 Communication activities

Table 3 presents ten themes assigned to the categories of dimension 3: Communication activities (see Fig. 1) amounting to 22% of the total number of themes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY (and Section number)</th>
<th>THEME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.3.1 Knowledge acquisition</td>
<td>1. Gaps in understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Innovative thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Redundant aspects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Commitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3.2 Knowledge negotiation</td>
<td>1. Shared perspectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Information exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Familiar process techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3.4 Stakeholder acceptance</td>
<td>1. Feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Fear factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Change management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Categories and themes relating to the dimension of communication activities

4.3.1 Knowledge acquisition

All the themes that are salient in knowledge acquisition revolve around setting the stage for later negotiations. Therefore, in order for effective negotiation to take place, an adequate level of understanding needs to be reached on the part of all stakeholders. However, knowledge acquisition can be hampered if stakeholders face barriers to understanding. Theme one shows that these barriers are mostly manifest as gaps in understanding, which obstruct the acquisition of knowledge and therefore uncorrected will impair understanding. The PM from InvestCo characterised this situation by explaining “there is a gap between the user’s aspiration and the level of detail required by technology to actually implement that change”. There is also understanding in the sense that it is important for the clients to understand the package that the supplier has to offer. A situation highlighted by a BC from SoftCo who indicated a need for “knowledge transfer” whereby the client can understand how
the package works and therefore how it will benefit them in regard to the processes they go through.

Theme two, **innovative thinking**, illustrates the difficulties in bridging gaps in understanding in terms of allowing existing assumptions to remain unchallenged, thereby stifling creativity and the generation of new ideas. As a BC from FinCo pointed out, people are “very much constrained by how they were doing things now and couldn’t let go of how they did it now”. Consequently, this lack of understanding and inability to project in forward-thinking terms leads to a poor definition of requirements. Theme three shows that there can be a considerable number of **redundant aspects** to people’s jobs, more clearly visible to an outsider. So when asked as to why they do things a certain way, the PM from InvestCo found that one employee simply “couldn’t tell you”, showing that some aspects of work are deeply ingrained. Trying to derive the real requirements requires an in-depth understanding and reflection on the part of the users, and effective communication techniques on the part of the consultants and managers (see Section 4.4.2, category: group – workshop for discussion on this common technique).

Theme four, **commitment** or buy-in to a project, is also an important component of knowledge acquisition where a clear lack of buy-in will adversely affect project outcomes. A BC from SoftCo described a banking project where the stakeholders, in this case the end-users, were shown a video once a month, fully explaining the business benefits of the new system which increased buy-in as compared to the sending out of circulars. However, commitment will vary naturally between stakeholders, given the many different factors that can affect participation, but some level of uniformity in commitment should be achieved through keeping people informed to maintain commitment.

### 4.3.2 Knowledge negotiation

Negotiation is a type of communication activity that involves the sharing of information, in particular as indicated by theme one, **shared perspectives**. A shared view of alternative perspectives is required in order to negotiate successfully to the benefit of all parties. The PM from InvestCo pointed out that a clash of perspectives occurs when users and developers have a narrow-minded perspective. This occurs, for example, on the part of the developers who build the software and then believe “that they’re the custodian of the software and the process” (an example of a process in this case being the booking and confirming of a trade). Such a closed perspective serves to block effective negotiation where stakeholders remain blind to other member’s perspectives. Theme two, **information exchange** can refer to,
according to a BC from SoftCo, a “cross-fertilisation of ideas” which is necessary to bring out the requirements. However, as he also warned, “you need to communicate the information they need to know”, that is information which is made relevant to them. Theme three, *familiar process techniques* are used to increase understanding, which can be applied to business problems. Examples of techniques used were the process of making a cup of tea applied to a business process of depositing money in a branch, or ‘games’ to introduce fun aspects and keep people’s interest.

### 4.3.3 Stakeholder acceptance

This category revolves around the degree of acceptance and satisfaction users feel for a new system. Theme one, *feedback*, refers to communications obtained from users on documents after the workshop ends, often done by email particularly when stakeholders are not local. Feedback, especially via e-mail is often not forthcoming and the PM from SoftCo found that he had to go through the document himself to correct any faults. Theme two, *fear factor*, predominately over loss of jobs, can inhibit participation, communication and ultimate acceptance of the system. It tends to be felt more acutely in foreign projects than domestic ones, where little has been done to communicate to users the nature of the system and the changes that will ensue. A lack of clear procedures, or a dedicated change manager for dealing with change is exposed by theme three, *change management*, where in UK and foreign projects alike there is generally some “resistance to change” according to a BC from SoftCo. The communication of change should ideally stem from people that have authority and that users will respect. For example, in most instances IT managers have been responsible for communicating change and in these instances communication has been unsuccessful as the manager was not able to communicate change in a way that the users could accept and understand.

### 4.4 Techniques

Table 4 presents eight themes assigned to the categories of dimension 4: Techniques (see Fig. 1) amounting to 18% of the total number of themes.
### 4.4.1 Traditional

Traditional techniques prove useful in the elicitation of requirements where theme one, *one-on-one walk throughs* are commonly employed. A BC from SoftCo described it as “a good communication method” as it allows the consultant to “walk side by side with the user” and explain what to the user what they should be thinking about. Similarly, theme two, conducting *one-to-one interviews* is useful for “getting any detailed requirements” according to a BC from FinCo as opposed to workshops which can be “bad for detail”. Theme three, *user documentation* and its examination is a useful technique to “finding out what the requirements were for the system they have now” according to a BC from FinCo. So this provides the knowledge for the consultant as to how the system may be enhanced which can be communicated to the stakeholders.

### 4.4.2 Group (Workshop)

The workshop method is by far the most popular in the elicitation of requirements and therefore dominates the discussion on techniques. Theme one shows that its merits lie primarily in *breaking down barriers* in, according to a BC from SoftCo, “pulling people out of the environment, getting them talking with other users…to keep the ideas coming”, and thereby creating a relaxed atmosphere. However, despite the workshop method’s many advantages, there is a caveat in its use and effectiveness as illustrated in theme two, *preparation*. A clear lack of preparation on the part of the stakeholders, where they “turn up cold”, according to a BC from SoftCo, shows that the reasons for the workshop have not been communicated down the levels for effective participation.

In terms of the actual workshop itself and the communication that takes place in this forum, all of the interviewees rated highly the potential for workshops as a vehicle for communication. The workshop structure is helpful in showing stakeholders, as a BC from SoftCo said, “the bigger picture”. This concept and theme three of the *big picture* is echoed throughout all the transcripts. It is very important in terms of communication as it
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demonstrates that each stakeholder and their respective knowledge and skill, status and responsibility only represents a small part which has to assimilated into the whole through the communication of information. However, the ‘big picture’ can become distorted by theme four, having inappropriate people present. This is an extremely common situation given that access to the most appropriate or key stakeholders can be restricted by their time schedules for workshops or even meetings. A BC from FinCo found in her recent workshop the “people who have been sent who are like so new into the job, that they couldn’t possibly tell you…everything that goes on”. This affects communication, as it would severely restrict any contribution to a workshop. Even if the chosen ones do attend the workshop they are generally so stretched by time and competing responsibilities that “you may get people dropping out” according to another BC from FinCo, as illustrated by theme five, non-attendance, thereby disrupting continuity once again.

5. Conclusions
This study has sought to present a (previously theoretically-based) communication framework on the RE process, by identifying a number of themes associated with the frameworks’ dimensional categories. This study then has served to operationalise the dimensions of the framework, evolving it to a second, more improved version, through its examination of themes found in common across BC’s and PM’s from different organisations. Moreover, the wide ranging nature of the themes, and the interdependencies that have been identified between some of them across categories (e.g., the theme of restricted access being linked to the themes of role stretching and abuse of position) reveal a communications perspective to be an extremely enlightening approach to RE. It forces a look at organisational issues in a holistic fashion, which entails an examination of how everything functions in an organisation in relation to everything else, for which this framework can be used as a guide (see Section 6, for a discussion on implications). It also highlights the fact that communication issues are at the crux of many problems in RE which are consistently implicated in many system development project failures.

Looking at the proportions of themes assigned to different dimensional categories, a ranking order of dimensions can be obtained to see where the number of common themes seem the weightiest, the order being: 1) Communication activities; 2) Stakeholder participation and selection; 3) Stakeholder interaction and Techniques (equal weight given). Therefore, this analysis shows for example that Dimension 3: Communication activities, appears to have a number of themes that outweigh the others and may suggest that this area requires more attention than the others when trying to improve RE. Although overall (by excluding the
category of culture and politics), the number of themes for each dimensional category appears to be fairly evenly spread, demonstrating their equal importance in the effective communication of requirements.

5.1 Limitations and future directions
The generalisability of the study’s findings to other stakeholder groups has been limited by the small sample used for their requirements gathering experiences. However, it is strongly anticipated that future work based around this framework will support the conclusions drawn here as despite its diminutive size, the sample did display some robust phenomena, measured as common themes across organisations. Further research in this area can only enhance the results found here and develop the structure of the framework. Future research should be particularly aimed at investigating the ways in which these dimensions (and associated categories) impact on each other so that the full potential of a communications approach to requirements elicitation can be finally realised. This can be done through an in-depth case study of one or more organisations and individuals as part of a longitudinal research program. Ideally this would also involve more observational than interview work, sitting in on workshops, where many of the decisions on requirements are decided and communicated. Alternatively, it could be achieved by shadowing a business consultant or project manager, or any other type of stakeholder involved in the day-to-day practice of RE and the real-life constraints that are placed on the effective communication of requirements.

6. Implications of the communication framework
To provide a clear overview of the findings with regards to the lessons that can be learned for RE, a summary is provided below for each of the dimensions of the framework:

**Dimension 1: Stakeholder participation and selection** – There is a general lack of understanding of types of stakeholder, reduced availability to ideal candidates and a lack of a clear process to access and identify stakeholders. In this respect, the hands of the BC and PM seem tied, as communicating with stakeholders lies within their respective realms of responsibility, but they are unable to carry out their communicative duties to the full, given the absence of key people in the RE process. Dimension 1 really represents the first stage in the RE process but it is clear that there are a number of stumbling blocks that left unaddressed, cause difficulties for later RE activities.

**Dimension 2: Stakeholder interaction** – RE is governed by many factors that exist ‘behind the scenes’ of which the influences of culture and politics are a prime example. Such
influences are perhaps not immediately apparent, but are clearly important in mediating, if not dictating, communication within an organisation, where differences between culture and politics between organisations can explain the varying success rates of RE exercises. In these organisations, there was also a lack of an organised communication schedule to foster contact between stakeholders and also a lack of stringency in methodological approach to requirements gathering. Roles, on the other hand, are fairly clear-cut in an organisation, though it is the understanding of them and their execution, which is again amiss. Clearly, a lack of a defined plan for stakeholder interaction will mean that stakeholders are largely left in the dark as to their involvement in the RE process. Again this will have implications for later stages of the process, particularly where they are forced to engage in communication activities without the necessary knowledge to do so effectively.

Dimension 3: Communication activities – This dimension forms a tripartite division into acquisition, negotiation and acceptance behaviours. The boundaries between these behaviours are extremely fine, but serve to show the subtle shifts in emphasis that need to be made when engaging in a communication activity. First, that knowledge must be acquired in terms of understanding of requirements and commitment to the changes that will ensue, though there was a great lack of understanding found on the part of stakeholders in this sample. Secondly, knowledge once acquired, needs to be negotiated so that perspectives can be shared and an overall understanding of the problem area reached. This can be seriously inhibited if the knowledge acquired is very weak. Thirdly, once knowledge is acquired and negotiated there is a need for acceptance, where this information is consolidated and fully accepted by all parties. This is generally achieved through the establishment of change management procedures, which are developed for the express reason of communicating change and allaying any fears. However, there was a serious lack of provision made for management of change in any of the organisations in the study and this would have lasting (negative) effects for the duration of the projects and beyond.

Dimension 4: Techniques – Themes identified here were mostly attributed to the group technique of the workshop. This type of forum in many ways provides a test of the adherence to issues in the preceding three dimensions. It is here that the dimensional impacts are brought to bear in the workshop and its success therefore largely depends on how themes in the four areas have been managed. So while the workshop was generally touted as an excellent communication technique, its effectiveness was easily limited. This was achieved through the presence of inappropriate people (relating to dimension 1) and lack of preparation
(relating to dimensions 2 and 3), which obstruct the elicitation, and effective communication of requirements.

The utility of the communication framework then lies in the fact that it clearly spotlights the top four areas that require attention in RE. From identification of these areas, the framework could be used as a project management tool at the start of projects to assist project managers/business consultants in preparing fully for the RE exercises. It could operate like a road map to ensure that all the important areas are covered, with the designated themes serving as signposts to the important components of the dimensional categories. Alternatively, it could be used ‘post-project’ as an evaluation/diagnostic tool to assess its success and suggest areas for improvement. However, the framework is still in its infancy, but it is anticipated that further research as outlined in Section 5.1 will aid its future refinement, with an observed outcome of its ease in accessible of use for both researchers and practitioners alike; in the short-term for gathering requirements, but more significantly long-term, in the adoption of a more holistic and communications-oriented approach to RE.
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## Appendix: Interview questions

### Section A: Background/General

1. What is your name, title and position within the company?
2. How long have you been with the company and where does your experience primarily lie?
3. Can you give a brief overview of the nature of the project you are currently involved in?

### Section B: User participation and selection

4. Who were the stakeholders involved in the project and what role did you play?
5. Along which criteria, if any were the stakeholders chosen to participate in the project team?  
   **PROMPT:** Domain knowledge? Status? Responsibility? Political influences?

### Section C: User-designer interaction

6. Is there a particular methodology that is favoured for requirements capture exercises and why?  
   **PROMPT:** What are their values? Are they product or human-centred in outlook?
7. Was it adopted in your most recent exercise?
8. How was communication between the stakeholders organised with regards to the capture of requirements?  
   **PROMPT:** Communication structure and nature of roles for mediation – co-operative, authoritative, independent (user-led)? Is the view of design as a behavioural process? Direction of communication? Any tension between sense of ownership and responsibility?
9. Were there any instances in this exercise where communication broke down or was constrained? How was this manifest and could you identify these failures in communication? Please try to answer both in terms of:  
   (a) The exercise itself  
   (b) The wider organisation  
   **PROMPT:** Problems with sourcing, articulation, conflict and misunderstanding? Politics, culture?
10. How were difficulties in communication managed?  
    **PROMPT:** Authority or consensus?
11. Were there any instances where communication was successfully channelled? How was this manifest and could you identify these strengths in communication? Please try to answer both in terms of:  
    (a) The exercise itself  
    (b) The wider organisation  
    **PROMPT:** What are the effective means of communication?

### Section D: Communication activities

12. How were the requirements elicited?  
    **PROMPT:** Did process follow through stages of knowledge acquisition, negotiation and integration?
13. Did this process foster an understanding, in your opinion, of the following:  
    (a) User needs and assist users to understand their needs further?  
    (b) Business needs and wider organisational requirements?  
    **PROMPT:** Any reflection of real-world accuracy in understanding the wider context and fit of intended system – alignment?
14. Do you think the users are generally helped or hindered during the process of communicating requirements?  
    **PROMPT:** Factors which support or obstruct – appropriate roles, strong team work etc?

### Section E: Techniques

15. Which techniques were used to elicit requirements and for what purpose?  
    **PROMPT:** Traditional, group, prototyping, model-driven, cognitive contextual?